Please join me in congratulating Toshi Ching as the recipient of the AP Employee of the Month for February!

In your own words:

- “Without a doubt, Toshi makes our jobs easier!”
- “Toshi is always on top of things and is really helpful to the residents and pathologists.”
- “Toshi is always very good about responding to requests to have cases sent out for testing.”
- “I can always be confident that Toshi will take care of it...whatever “it” may be.”
- “She exceeds expectations in so many ways!”

Toshi is a great example of CI-CARE with her focus on communicating in a timely manner to treat our patients quickly! She carries out the Cultural North Star elements on a daily basis by “coming to work to make an impact!”

If you see Toshi on campus, please congratulate her on this achievement! This announcement will also be presented on a poster in the A7 corridor of CHS. Come check it out!